To all my friends on FB, just a short note to you on our pus headed "president" !!!! This character who I refer to as zero (0) should have been taken out by our military and shot as an enemy agent in his first term !!!!! Instead he still remains in office doing every thing he can to gut the America we all know and love !!!!! Now comes Donald J Trump to put an end to the corruption in government !!!!! The so called elite, who are nothing but common dog turds from your front lawn are shaking in their boots because there is a new Sheriff coming to town, and the end to their corruption of the American people (YOU) is at hand !!!! I cannot believe that a common murder is even allowed to run (killery clinton) OR that a commie like bernie is a also allowed to also run !!!! Come on America put your big boy pants on---this election you have a choice---GET YOUR ASS OUT AND VOTE !!!! Thank you !!!!
I do not speak for Donald J Trump !!!! This is my opinion, only !!!! Our current "president" is a rotten filthy muzzie !!!!! Period !!!!!!!! He continues his war on Christians !!!!!!! Don't believe me? Read your newspaper and watch your local news, and you will soon see that zero is against the people of America !!!!!!
4-Star Admiral: Obama Is Leading The Muslim Brotherhood, Who Has Infiltrated All US Security and...

"The transformation has been in the full swing ever since 2008," states 4-Star Navy Admiral James A. 'Ace' Lyons, the former Commander-in-Chief of the US Pacific...
Nearly HALF of Americans Would Back MILITARY COUP AGAINST OBAMA

TOTHEDEATHMEDIA.COM
Tonight, we are going to talk about the treachery of zero, the pig "president" and traitor ketchup kerry (the villainous traitor of the Viet Nam War---Google his ass) !!!!! Anyway these two reprehensible turds have formulated a deal with the biggest scum bucket group of people ever created, the low life iranians !!!! The deal SUCKS !!!! zero and kerry both suck !!!!! We must stop this deal before we all die at the hands of these lying bastards !!!!!!
As the candidacy of Donald J Trump keeps rising in the polls, it is scaring the crap out of the old farts in the GOP !!!!! boner and mcconnell come immediately to mind !!!!! These two turncoat traitors will have a hard time getting re-elected when their respective terms are up !!!!! For all intent and purposes they are both FKN CROOKS and should be run out of D.C. on a rail covered in hot tar !!!!! Mr Trump has one of the best legal teams ever assembled, they will thwart every underhanded tactic the gop tries !!!!!!! BUT, we must all be vigilant---keep our ears to the ground and report to the local Sheriff (the finest law enforcement force on the local level) any possible treasonous acts we hear of !!!!!!! As much as I dislike the extremely LIBERAL Facebook---we must use it as an avenue for communication !!!!!!!!
JUST POSTING THIS HISTORICAL FLAG
TO OFFEND THE IGNORANT PEOPLE.
IF ALLAH HAD AN ASSHOLE
IT WOULD LOOK LIKE THIS
In troubled times, the fearful and naive are always drawn to charismatic radicals.
Another of my friends bit the FB dust today !!!!! Free speech was robbed of Larry Hobson yesterday !!!!!!! He had the audacity to talk about your "president", the ass wipe I call zero and to attack the mizzie shits that are invading our country (or was he calling zero a mizzie shit---whatever) !!!!! Anyway, we hate to lose folks like Larry, an honest to goodness PATRIOT, one of which the FB twits could never comprehend !!!!
I am watching O’Reilly--- Dr. Zuhide Jasser and Harris Zafar are on---they are discussing the polls reflecting that a majority of those polled are in favor of sharia law---to me that means there are too many fkn muzzies in America !!!!!!!
Anthony Peter Senecal
June 18, 2015

I am so sick off this ass wipe "president" jumping on the gun control horse before the bodies of the slain are properly buried!! zero is such an idiot when it comes to the feelings of others!! One of the reasons I cannot abide this unfeeling sack of camel feces---what an outrageous, unfeeling prick!!
Today, my employer and friend Donald J Trump announced he was running for the Office of President of the United States !!!!!!! What an absolute thrill !!!!!!! NO ONE deserves to run for and be elected to this GREAT office, than Mr Trump !!!!!!! Can he handle the job, you bet your sweet ass he can !!!!!!! Go Mr Trump !!!!!!!
Here is something I have been thinking about for at least the last six plus years: the BARRACK HUSSEIN OBAMA legacy and library !!!!!!! He leaves no legacy---everything he has touched has turned to shit !!!!!!!! Now for the library, it should be the size of a one-holer outhouse---actually that would save money, find an old one-holer complete with the crap and design it as his library !!!!! That's it---job done !!!!!! Only a FEW negroes and josh earnest will even remember him---the rest of the Country will "get shed" of his memory very quickly !!!!!!!! zero(0) has really been a zero !!!!!
Scott Paykel: Hang him like they did to Sodomy Insane! Show it around the world to let all Muslim Traitors know what we have planned for them.

David Carter: We need to send the seals to SOROS and ROTHCHILD- and REMOVE them and their cronies-- then HANG BO and most of WASHINGTON--and we'll have a chance to get things straightened out--

Anthony Peter Senecal: David, screw impeachment---we should just try the ruddy bastard for treason !!!!!!!

David Carter: AMEN-- screw "trials" for that trash too-- everyone knows they're CRIMINAL-- HANG ALL OF THEM..

Anthony Peter Senecal: I love the idea, David !!!!!

Ronald Arnce: I am with you guys if we are wrong we can apologize later
William Kirby Lewis And, of course, what is being suggested here, is exactly the mutiny-style actions that would push the buttons of Martial Law...allowing him to:
1) stay in office for an undeterminable time
2) get us all executed as treasonous dissidents
3) proving that we were all right!

So talk is cheap. But if we are true patriots, that places us in a position to lose our life in the name of principles, values and patriotism. I once took an oath upon enlisting into the US Navy that I would swear as I raised my hand to God "...protect and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies both foreign and domestic..." and I don't ever recall UN-Swearing or vowing to remove myself from this oath. While I am a combat action veteran it is certainly nothing I would EVER WISH FOR ON OUR LANDS...but I am willing if it comes to that! So help me God. And may God Bless all of us.

Like · 10 · June 6, 2015 at 4:02pm

Jim Stell And your antidote is?
Like · 2 · June 6, 2015 at 4:32pm

Ruth Wilkerson Anthony i agree with you and William Kirby Lewis, like William i dont want to see us fighting own our Lands, but i would fight ,even tho i cant walk to good, etc. i will gladly fight for this country any time, especially to get rid of the commie muzzie and his vp in the white house. but one thing no one has seemed to think of and that is that we need to get rid of his whole administration, and those that support him and those muzzies he has put in highly senative positions in our government!!!!!
Like · 8 · June 6, 2015 at 4:13pm · Edited

Anthony Peter Senecal Exactly, Ruth !!!!! I love your post, Kirby !!!!!
Ron Glenn  REVOLUTION.
Like · 5 · June 6, 2015 at 6:47pm

Anthony Peter Senecal  Exactly, Ron---revolt and hang all of the a-holes in Congress and the crooked government !!!!! Let's get 'er done !!!!!!!
Like · 2 · June 6, 2015 at 7:09pm
David Bowser: She has more sperm then he does.
Like · 3 · May 26, 2015 at 2:45pm

Frances Scott: I agree Tony Sasquatch goes when he goes. If he gets hung then Sasquatch does too.
Like · 3 · May 26, 2015 at 2:47pm

Anthony Peter Senecal: Amen, Frances !!!!!!! Two of the most DISGUSTING individuals on the face of God's Green Earth !!!! PUKE !!!!!!!!!!
Like · 2 · May 26, 2015 at 2:51pm

Frances Scott: Yeah, I get that nauseated feeling just thinking about them and I cannot stand to look at them for a very long time because I know I will be sick all day.
Like · 3 · May 26, 2015 at 2:52pm

Troy Ahart: I'd rather see these two cock suckers hung personally!! But sending back to where ever they came from would be good also.
Like · 3 · May 26, 2015 at 2:59pm

Clarke Brotherson: would it not be easier to execute him?
Like · 8 · May 26, 2015 at 2:59pm

Dale Smith: and cheaper too
Like · 5 · May 26, 2015 at 3:10pm

Ronald Arnce: Ending all fear that they might somehow return
Anthony Peter Senecal Joseph, I hate to say it again but I feel it is time for the SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION !!!!! The only way we will change this crooked government is to douche it !!!!! This might be the time with this kenyan fraud in power !!!!!!

Like · 7 · May 23, 2015 at 7:41pm

Joyce Laverne Sullens I agree! 👍

Like · May 24, 2015 at 6:06pm

Joseph Taylor Agreed sir, me too! I'm preparing for it the best I can, hope others are as well.

Like · 5 · May 23, 2015 at 7:45pm

Terry Steilberg Too many people who do not understand that concept. They are willing to hand over their rights and freedoms for free stuff from a socialist government!

Like · 6 · May 23, 2015 at 7:53pm

Anthony Peter Senecal Not me, Terry---with the last breath I draw I will help rid this America of the scum infested in its government---and if that means dragging that ball less dick head from the white mosque and hanging his scrawny ass from the portico---count me in !!!!!!!
I was in a barber shop in the heart of Palm Beach getting my hair cut and carrying on a lively discussion with the patrons and barbers about what a joke "the president", zero was !!!! Basically the discussion centered around zero's firing of military service personnel (captains to generals) and replacing them with goons of zero's choosing !!!! Now the "new" butt kissers are asked one question---"IN THE EVENT OF MARSHALL LAW, WOULD YOU BE WILLING AND ABLE TO FIRE ON AMERICANS ?" Yessir, that is what your "commander in chief" (not by any warped stretch of my imagination) wants to know OF YOUR SERVICE PEOPLE !!!!! Don't worry folks there will be the SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION before that deceitful scum bucket zero (0) can form the words martial law !!!!
Freddy Neubauer i know barry is an idiot, but if he even utters the words 'martial law' the American public will finally wake up and start to flex our second amendment rights. I almost wish o idiot would do that...we need some serious "change" in this country right now, with o idiot being the first one to go, followed by all his goons in his administration.

Like · 12 · May 9, 2015 at 5:19pm · Edited

Anthony Peter Senecal Not just the goons, Fred---look at the number of goat screwing muzzies he is degrading our government with !!!!!!!

Like · 7 · May 9, 2015 at 3:19pm

David Carter We need to LYNCH that NIG -- NOW!!

Like · 8 · May 9, 2015 at 2:49pm
James P Falluoco: I want the military to do their job to remove all domestic enemies.

Anthony Peter Senecal: Me too, James !!!!!!!!

Anthony Peter Senecal: Call me biased, racist...call me anything you want---I could care less !!!! Just remember this I am first and foremost an AMERICAN CITIZEN---trample on that and your a** is grass !!!!!!! Remember my words zero !!!!!!!
Looks like that sleazy bastard zero (0) is trying to outmaneuver Congress again, if the truth be known this prick needs to be hung for treason!!!
Looks like that sleazy bastard zero (0) is trying to outmaneuver Congress again, if the truth be known this prick needs to be hung for treason!!!
Stop the LYING Bitch OF BENGHAZI, NOW---killery clinton !!!!!!!! She should be in prison awaiting hanging !!!!!!!!!!!